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#PlayMeHfx brings pianos to Downtown Halifax 
 
(June 1, 2015) - Halifax, N.S.: This June, Halifax will enjoy the sounds and experiences of spontaneous 
street music as pianos are placed in the streets of Downtown for everyone to play, experience, and 
enjoy. 
 
Designed to showcase the beauty and talent of everyday people, the project encourages improvised 
performances and gatherings that give the opportunity to start new conversations. #PlayMeHfx helps 
strangers to become friends, and for Downtown Halifax to showcase its vibrancy as it reconnects people 
with our city. 
 
Peter Nightingale, a musician and planning student at Dalhousie, enjoyed the public piano at Alderney 
Landing so much that he wanted to do more. He connected with fellow student Jeremy Banks who 
brings a passion for the arts to his urban planning studies. 
 
After researching the public pianos that exist in Vancouver, Edmonton, Toronto, and Montreal, 
Nightingale and Banks connected with local partners Waterfront Development, Downtown Halifax 
Business Commission (DHBC), and local artists Catherine Laroche and Maddy Knott to bring the first 
pianos Downtown. Laroche designed the Barrington Benches Art-Wall in 2014.  
 
The first three pianos will be located at Queen’s Wharf on the Halifax waterfront, at the corner of George 
St. and Barrington St near the Barrington Benches, and in Cornwallis Park. They will be in place for 
100in1 Day Halifax – a global festival of citizen engagement returning to the city on June 6. 
 
"#PlayMeHFX captures the spirit of spontaneity through music and conversation," says Colin MacLean, 
President & CEO, Waterfront Development. "Partnering with Dalhousie University students and the 
Downtown Halifax team, we're offering up a new way to experience the waterfront and urban core 
through improvised performances and play."  
 
“This project fits perfectly with our efforts to create and support beautification and interactivity 
Downtown,” says Paul MacKinnon, Executive Director of DHBC. “We’re excited to be involved and 
congratulate Peter and Jeremy for working to make it happen.” 
 
Additional pianos are planned for the Downtown area, and Nightingale and Banks are excited about the 
possibility of expanding #PlayMeHfx to other communities in Halifax or beyond. 
 
"We can't wait to see how people react," says Banks. 



 
Part of the project explores social trust. With the pianos living in public spaces for so long, it takes the 
entire community to celebrate and consider their preservation. A rain cover will be provided on-site for 
each piano in the event of bad weather. When it rains, passersby will be able and encouraged to cover 
the piano, helping to preserve it for the entire season. 
 
To share their events and experiences at the piano, people are encouraged to use the hashtag 
#PlayMeHfx, where locals and tourists alike can share their piano-story with the world.  
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For more information on this project, please contact Jeremy Banks at 902 801 8724, 
jer.banks@gmail.com or visit www.PlayMeHfx.com 


